MAY – BE THE CHANGE

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #18: Creating a Possibility Practice
Do you remember a moment when you created a powerful possibility for yourself? That electric
and exciting feeling of having a thought you’d never had before to pursue something you were
passionate about?
Sometimes we can get distracted by the day-to-day demands and are disconnected from our
dreams, our passions, the endless possibilities that await us.
The most rewarding part of my work is being present when a client gives birth to a new possibility
for her life or business. Let me show you how to create a possibility practice that helps you
become more passionate about your life right now and moving forward!
1. Permission to Daydream: Granted. One of my favorite thought leaders, Elizabeth
Gilbert, posted something on facebook recently that really resonated with me. “If you’re in
a rut, don’t furnish it.” I cracked up, instantly recognizing the power of that statement. Give
yourself permission to daydream, to create a new possibility.
2. Start asking better questions. Instead of asking questions that lead you down the path
of woe, ask questions that take you up the spiral of WOW! Questions like “What would really
delight me?” and “What if…?” are powerful tools for shifting your thinking from probability to
possibility!
3. Make it visible. Collect images and quotes that call you up and out and into the best
version of yourself. What images would you collect? What quotes or scripture serve to set
you back on course when you wander off (and you will wander off)? Place them all over
your life! In your phone, in your bathroom, on the wall, in your car. Wherever you are, so
are they!
Once you give birth to a possibility, it’s always there. Once you make it a practice to ask yourself
questions that move you forward, you move forward. Once you make eye-contact with your
possibility, make it visible, you make it probable and eventually, it becomes reality.
What new possibilities will you create today? This week? This month? I’d love to hear about them!

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #18: CREATE A POSSIBILITY PRACTICE
COMMIT TO THE CHANGES YOU WANT TO MAKE.
Write them down! Post them where you’ll see them. Give them your attention.
Ask for accountability. Experience the satisfaction that comes from living by design,
not by default.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #19: Ask Better Questions
We spend a lot of time asking questions that seem productive but that don’t really move us
forward. Questions like “Where are my keys?” and “Have you seen my phone?” or “What time do we
have to be where today?” are daily distractions that keep us tied to the immediate crisis at hand.
Then there are the go-to questions that keep us focused on the problems we’re facing. “Why can’t I
get this right?” “Why can’t they get this right?” “What’s wrong with this picture?” Our assumptions and
thoughts around these types of questions keep us looking down instead of up and out.
We spend far too little time asking the questions that could help us to move forward. A few of my
favorites are “What if?” “What’s new and good?” and my very favorite – the magic question – “What
would it look like if it worked?”
This magic question was gifted to me by a mentor of mine who, when faced with my frequent
frustration at our work environment, instead of asking me “What’s wrong?” she asked me “What
would it look like if it worked?”
The magic of this question is that the simple act of answering it creates a shift in us. It creates the
possibility that the situation could be different. It focuses us on solution. And, it was a far more
interesting and enlightening conversation than me coming into her office and complaining for 20
minutes. And, she didn’t have to DO anything. I felt better just having pondered and processed
the question.

So today, I give the gift of this magic question to you.
Your MAKE 3 CHANGES™ Monday Mission this week is to ask yourself the MAGIC question. Here
are the 3 steps to take:
Step 1: Choose a situation that is unresolved or present for you. Choose an area of your
life or work you’d like to improve. Choose a relationship or opportunity that needs your
attention. Whatever you choose – go to a quiet place where you can be undisturbed and
are free to write or process for about 20 minutes.
Step 2: Ask yourself the magic question – What would it look like if it worked? Don’t
censor or limit yourself. Create your ideal possibility. Let yourself daydream, explore the
possibilities and options. Don’t worry about all the logistics, just connect to the possibility
of things working out the way you’d like them to. I highly recommend writing this down, but
if you process best by talking, then say it out loud. Record it and listen to it.
Step 3: Declare it and Share it! There’s power in sharing this with someone else. Don’t
share it with someone who will be inclined to shoot this possibility down. Share it with
someone who will support you and hold you accountable for bringing it, or something
better, to life.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #19: ASK BETTER QUESTIONS
COMMIT TO THE CHANGES YOU WANT TO MAKE.
Write them down! Post them where you’ll see them. Give them your attention.
Ask for accountability. Experience the satisfaction that comes from living by design,
not default.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #20: Mantras for Making Change
When you think of the word Mantra, you probably think of something that’s done in yoga class or
meditation. The basic definition of “mantra” is: a sound, word, or phrase that is repeated by
someone who is praying or meditating; a word or phrase that is repeated often or that expresses
someone’s basic beliefs.
I began leveraging the power of mantras in the form of affirmations several years ago when doing
the work to reframe the limiting beliefs that were keeping me from living my best life and doing
my best work.
In my work with leaders – on their own or with their teams – I often conduct an exercise that asks
them to identify the thoughts and beliefs associated with whatever challenge they are facing. The
list they generate always provides a shocking and sobering moment. Most of the underlying
thoughts and beliefs we have during times of change and challenge are NOT serving us.
“I can’t do this.”
“This is too hard.”
“They’ll never go for it.”
“They don’t respect me.”
“We don’t have the… (time, money, resources, staff, expertise, etc.)”
“They never listen to my ideas.”
“I don’t feel like arguing or making waves.”
“I’m afraid if I speak up, I’ll get into trouble.”
We work together to take each one of those and turn it around. I ask them to identify the
thoughts and beliefs of a leader who IS making a difference, who IS affecting change and who IS
working towards a solution. That list is very different. When faced with the two lists, they can see
clearly that staying in the space where they have negative and/or limiting beliefs and thoughts is
NOT going to produce the best results for them or for their organization.
YOU HAVE A CHOICE.
Mantras help you to reframe, realign and refocus.

Your MAKE 3 CHANGES™ Monday Mission this week is to identify the 3 most prevalent limiting
beliefs or negative thoughts you face that keep you from living your best life and doing your best
work. Here are the 3 steps to take:
Step 1: Make a List. Take 15 minutes, grab a pen/paper and create a quiet space to do a
little thinking. Think about the person, the situation or the challenge that’s top of mind for
you today. Get clear about it. Brainstorm a list of the thoughts and beliefs you have about
yourself, about the person / situation / challenge. All of them. The good, the bad and the
ugly. Make your list, free from judgment – no one else needs to see it. Learn to tell yourself
the TRUTH about the thoughts and beliefs that flow through your head.
Step 2: Identify the frequent visitors. Do you see a theme? Are there some recurring
thoughts & beliefs that show up for you in other areas? This is an awesome awareness.
Choose 3 of those limiting beliefs and thoughts that you know are not serving you AND that
show up in other areas of your life and work. Get out a new piece of paper, write them
down on the left side of the paper.
Step 3: Turn them around! On the right side of those limiting beliefs, write down your
reframe. Create statements or a phrase that fills you with confidence, realigns you with
your best self, your best intentions and creates a sense of possibility and hope for finding a
solution that you will be comfortable with.
Post your new mantras in places you’ll see them. In your planner. On your wall. In your online
calendar. On your phone. Tap into the power of a mantra to pull you out of a negative and
unproductive mindset and into a place of possibility and solution!

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #20: MANTRAS FOR MAKING CHANGE
COMMIT TO THE CHANGES YOU WANT TO MAKE.
Write them down! Post them where you’ll see them. Give them your attention.
Ask for accountability. Experience the satisfaction that comes from living by design,
not default.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #21: Mindsets for Making Change
If you’ve been following me for any length of time it will come as no surprise to you that I believe
in first addressing the thoughts, beliefs and attitudes you have about any of the challenges and
opportunities you face.
For the most part, you are a creature of habit. You like what you like the way you like it. Change
often triggers our fears and provokes resistance.
The key to moving forward during times of change lies firmly in YOUR hands, or more correctly, in
YOUR MINDset.
At the outset of all of the sessions I lead, I provide a list of invitations to the group.








Be Curious, Not Critical
Assume Positive Intent
Be Fully Present
Be Generous
Ask for what you need
Be prepared to…
Be willing to…

I invest at least 20 to 30 minutes at the beginning of a session to create an environment that is
more conducive to learning, to presence, to insights and breakthroughs in thinking and being.
Why would I take such precious and valuable real estate to do this? Because when I don’t, I am
dealing with distractions and resistance and don’t have nearly the same engagement. For years I
did it the way I was taught to do it – here’s the agenda, here’s the rules, here’s the information.
When I made this shift and began by helping participants get into a fertile and open mindset, I saw
incredible changes in what they were gaining from the experience and what they were sharing
with each other.
Highly recommend this practice! It’s a signature feature of any Whitney Bishop Experience. ☺
Mindset #1: Be Curious, Not Critical.
Being curious allows you to stay open. When you are critical, you have a closed mindset.
Curious allows solutions, ideas and new possibilities. Critical assumes many things, asserts
its certainty, rebuffs any ideas or thoughts that are in conflict with this certainty.
Affirmation/Mantra: I am curious about this, not critical.

Mindset #2: Assume Positive Intent.
Most people are not out to get you. I always get a good chuckle from folks when I ask if any
of them showed up with the express intent of disrupting my session or making those of us
in the room miserable. Assuming positive intent of yourself, of others, keeps you open.
Give people permission to show up differently for you. This mindset, just like the first one,
shows up on your face and in your body language, in your tone and your language more
than you might think.
Affirmation/Mantra: I assume positive intent and approach my conversations,
interactions and thoughts with this in mind.
Mindset #3: Be Accountable.
The buck stops with you. You are accountable for your own actions, choices, words and
behaviors. You cannot control what others do or say, how they respond or react. You can
only control how YOU respond or react. Focus on being truly accountable for your own
choices and actions, thoughts and feelings and how that impacts your behavior. When you
accept responsibility for YOUR actions, you keep the focus on what YOU can control.
Affirmation/Mantra: I am responsible for my experience.
YOU HAVE A CHOICE.
Your MAKE 3 CHANGES™ Monday Mission this week is to identify which situations, people,
challenges and/or opportunities instantly trigger the CURIOUS response and which ones trigger
the CRITICAL response.
Step 1: Make a List. Which situations, people, challenges and/or opportunities do you
meet with curiosity? Which of them are you able to easily assume positive intent about? In
which of them do you find it easy to own your role, your impact, your results?
Step 2: Make another list. Which situations, people, challenges and/or opportunities do
you meet with a closed mindset? A critical mindset? In which of them are you NOT easily
able to assume positive intent? In which of them do you find it easy to blame or make
excuses relative to your role, your impact and your results? “It was their fault.” “They didn’t
give me the info I needed.” They always…”
Step 3: Get Curious. What do you notice? Where are your trouble spots? The places where
you don’t show up in an open or curious way? How is that serving you? How could you turn
that around? What do you need to do to be able to move forward in those situations,
relationships, opportunities?

Many of my clients post these mindsets, or the one that resonates with them the most, in
prominent places in their offices, their homes or their planners. I love a good visual cue or
reminder to reset and get my mind right for the task at hand.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #21: MINDSETS FOR MAKING CHANGE
COMMIT TO THE CHANGES YOU WANT TO MAKE.
Write them down! Post them where you’ll see them. Give them your attention.
Ask for accountability. Experience the satisfaction that comes from living by design,
not default.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #22:
Make 3 Changes™: A Framework for Moving Forward
Over the course of the last 15 years as a trainer, a facilitator and a mentor I discovered something
about myself and my process. I discovered that when I had individuals or groups who were stuck, I
began asking the same questions in the same order to help them move forward. A few years ago I
decided to get more deliberate about this effective series of questions and invitations and voila –
Make 3 Changes was born.
The moment of conception for this idea came during a road trip to the beach with my husband. I
find planes and cars to be fantastic idea incubators, how about you? Fun fact: My original idea was
“Change 3 Things.” When I did a google search I found out, much to my dismay, that this had
already been taken by a diaper company collaborative. So, I had to get creative. And Make 3
Changes was born.
In the years since, I have honed and perfected this framework, I have walked several hundred
individuals and groups through this process. The framework creates an opportunity to shift your
perspective, create new possibilities and provides the relief people need to move forward more
quickly during times of change, challenge or opportunity.
Today, I’m giving it to you to work through.

Are you ready to move forward and create a new possibility in your life?
Your MAKE 3 CHANGES™ Monday Mission this week is to get clear about an area of your life you
would like to improve or change. It can be anything! Personal, work related, relationships, etc.
Once you’re clear, it’s time to work through the framework.
Answer the questions below and experience the forward motion and relief my clients report every
single time we use this. Whether you use this for yourself, with your family or with your team at
work – this framework focuses on personal accountability and solution. I’ve also included a
worksheet for your convenience.
Set a timer for 20 minutes, print out the worksheet (download here) or answer these questions in
your journal.
Step 1: What are the words you would use to describe what you’re feeling and
experiencing now? Focus and capture the words that really get at the essence of your
current experience in this area of your life.
Step 2: What are the words you would use to describe what you would LIKE to feel or
experience? Focus and capture the words that really get at the essence of what you really
WANT to experience in this area of your life.
Step 3: What do you think you need to move from where you are now to where you
would LIKE to be? This is the time to explore what you think you need to move forward.
YOUR ideas and opinions about what you think you need. (If you respond with “I don’t
know,” I will challenge you to push up against that. This is not the time to collapse. This is
the time to get curious!)
Step 4: What Would it Look Like if it Worked? This is the magic question to create new
possibilities for this area of your life/work.
Step 5: What 3 Changes are You Willing to Make to Move Forward? This is where you
get to determine the steps you are willing to take to move you closer to what you say you
want!
Getting unstuck and moving forward doesn’t take as long as you think it does. And,
you have more control than you think you do.

Make 3 Changes™ Monday Mission #22:
MAKE 3 CHANGES™: A FRAMEWORK FOR MOVING FORWARD
COMMIT TO THE CHANGES YOU WANT TO MAKE.
Write them down! Post them where you’ll see them. Give them your attention.
Ask for accountability. Experience the satisfaction that comes from living by design,
not default.

Need a little help thinking and working through these Monday Missions? GREAT! Send me
an email and let me know how I can help. Want to schedule a call? Use the link below to set
something up.
Want me to come inspire a group or team you are part of? GREAT! Let’s talk about that. I have
openings to come to your event or workplace to deliver a customized program designed to help
you and your team address the changes already happening or that you’re interested in making.
My specialty is helping others move forward during times of change, challenge and opportunity.
I’d love to be of service. Find a time that works for you by clicking here. Choose the Clarity
Conversation Option and let’s talk about it!
Interested in talking with me about how we might work together, one on one, to help you move
forward? If you’re serious about making positive changes in your world for the benefit of yourself
and others, I’m here for you! Book a call with me and let’s see if the Make 3 Changes™: Move
Forward in a Month program is a fit for you. You, me, the framework, 30 days, guidance,
accountability, encouragement and PROGRESS!

What is Make 3 Changes?
Make 3 Changes™ is a framework designed to help leaders move forward during
times of change, challenge and opportunity. For more information about the
Make 3 Changes™ framework and how you can use it to navigate changes in your
world with more clarity, confidence and commitment, email
whitney@whitneybishop.com.
What are the Make 3 Changes Monday Missions?
These weekly missions are designed to get you thinking differently about various
aspects of your life. Each month will feature several missions within a theme,
helping you to build awareness, create alignment and take action. It is my hope
they provide you with the tools you need to create positive and lasting change in
your life, the lives of those you love, those you lead and those you serve. Always
open to feedback about your experience. Let’s have some fun and make some
changes!

If you’re interested in learning how you can Make 3 Changes™ in your life or in your
organization, let’s talk!
Book a Make 3 Changes™ Consult - you, me, 30 minutes and some straight talk about
the 3 changes that would make the most difference in your life and work.

Facilitator • Trainer •
Accountability Partner

For more than 20 years, Whitney Bishop has engaged
audiences as a facilitator, participant-centered trainer, and inspirational

presenter on the national stage. She has crafted and delivered keynotes,
workshops, and training seminars on communication, customer
experience, career development, change management, creative problem
solving, conflict resolution, and strategic planning.
Prior to leading the charge of her own company, Whitney served as an
Executive-Director in the non-profit sector. Additional experience spans
the higher education, healthcare, and hospitality industries. She has
also been actively involved with, and has held executive positions with
various volunteer organizations and service groups.
Whitney’s passion is working with individuals and teams to create
powerful shifts in awareness, opening the possibility for new and
innovative solutions in life and in business.
Whitney is available for: Keynotes, Breakout Sessions, Meeting
Facilitation, Half-Day and Full-Day Workshops, Leadership
Development, Training Seminars, and Consulting.

KEYNOTES & WORKSHOPS
Topics can be customized to best meet your event needs.

Sessions Of Substance
Each session is designed to achieve
YOUR ideal outcome.
• Participant Centered
• Personalized Content
• Experiential & Interactive
• Engaging & Memorable

Meetings That Matter: How To
Plan, Lead And Attend Meetings
That Matter
These sessions are transformative for
any organization or team that struggles
with engagement levels and meeting
effectiveness.
• Mindsets/Mantras You Need To Keep
Moving Forward
• Critical Elements Of A Meeting Cycle
• Awareness Of What Fires You Up/Shuts
You Down
• Create A Culture Of Accountability
• Manage Energy In The Room
• Leverage The Power Of The Group
• Problem Solve- Make Decisions &
Create New Possibilities

Time For Change: Strategies
For Understanding, Managing &
Leading In Times Of Change
This interactive presentation combines
facilitation and training to help you
understand how you process change and
deal with the stress of transition, and how
to lead others through times of challenge.
• Understand Who You Are In
Times Of Change
• Questioning & Understanding Others In
Times Of Change
• Becoming Mindful Of How
Others Perceive Change
• Guide Communication
• Three Magic Questions
For Moving Forward
• Mindsets To Hold
• Communication Strategies
• Dismantling The Illusion Of Control
• Create A Culture Of Accountability
• How To Be Solution Focused

Fearless Facilitation For Leaders:
Learn The Rules Of Engagement
And Discover How To Fearlessly
Facilitate To Achieve Greater
Results.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designing A Space For Results
Commanding The Space
Engagement Strategies
Manage Group Dynamics
Manage Dysfunction
Leverage The Power Of The Group
Personal Awareness & How You
Impact Others
• Manage Energy In The Room
• Create An Experience That Gets Results

Other Topics Include:
• IMPROV For Leaders & Teams
• Strategic Planning With A Twist
• Creative Problem Solving Techniques &
Decision Making Models

Train-The-Trainer Series
• Engagement Strategies
• Group Dynamics
• Designing Your Ideal Meeting/Training
Experience
• Addressing Dysfunction

SPECIALIZING IN:
·
·
·
·
·

Meeting Facilitation
Team- Building Experiences
Creative Ideation Sessions
Training Design & Delivery
Train-the-Trainer & Mentoring Programs
For Meeting Facilitators & Trainers
· Integrating Experiential Elements
· Addressing Personal &
Professional Change
· Communication For Collaboration

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST:
Brown Forman
Center for Accessible Living
Childcare Network
CliffDivers
Idealogy Marketing + Design
Leadership Southern Indiana
LifeSpan Resources
Louisville Metro Government
NAWBO Louisville
PaySound Financial
Seven Counties Services
Sparkspace
SyncCore
The Speaker’s Studio
University of Louisville

INTERESTED IN SCHEDULING
AN EVENT?
Phone: 502.338.3780
Website: www.whitneyishop.com
Email: whitney@whitneybishop.com

/WBExp
@TheWBExp
/whitneybishop
/TheWBExp

TESTIMONIALS:
After nearly 30 years in business management, I think
I’ve seen every possible management training seminar/
leadership bootcamp/change management experience
on the planet. I’ve walked out of many of them in the
first two hours when I realized they were tired retreads
of something else. What a breath of fresh air it is to
experience Whitney Bishop! She brings genuine energy and
excitement to problems that may be as old as dirt. She gets
attendees engaged and is candid about her assessments
and willing to say what needs to be said. If you aren’t
looking for change or improvement – DO NOT CALL HER. If
you are, you can’t call her quickly enough.
Maggie Payette Harlow | Owner, CliffDivers, Signarama
Downtown, Transworld Business Advisors
I hired Whitney to create and deliver a workshop we
called, “The Big Leap Event.” Her energy, enthusiasm and
engagement with the audience made this one of the best
workshops we have ever produced at sparkspace. She has
an amazing ability to make powerful concepts incredibly
practical.
Mark Henson | Chief Imagination Officer, sparkspace
Whitney Bishop is all kinds of warm Southern smiles and
friendly down-home charm, but make no mistake—She's
incredibly passionate and serious about helping individuals
and businesses effect positive forward change. Whether
she's facilitating small-group interactive workshops or
delivering keynotes to auditorium-sized audiences, one of
Whitney's great strengths is to make direct contact with
every face in the crowd so everyone feels just as welcome
as if they were sharing a cup of coffee with her, all while
instilling them with the personal power and inspiration to
make lasting and positive change.
Don The Idea Guy | Unusually Creative
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